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Craft Series craft delux
craft



Craft
Delux

You Will Feel Hugging The Clouds While You Sleep...
Due to the special harmony of extra generous pure cotton and fiber we use in the filling of our Craft
Deluxe mattress, you can fall asleep faster in your mattress and have a better quality sleep. You may
feel like you are sleeping on clouds. Craft Deluxe with an extra removable mattress pad layer is the

pinnacle of luxury and high comfort with the best natural materials and hand-spun structure. With its
double-sided structure, you can reach the comfort you want at any time. With its special comfort layer

that supports the body and its orthopedic spring feature, it provides an environment of relaxation,
while the Viscon yarn structure provides a unique sleep experience without exposing it to perspiration.

Craft Deluxe, whose glamor is hidden in the details, will add air to your home with its carefully
processed texture and handmade. At the same time, it will make you feel the soft texture of the clouds

with its textural and sensory originality from nature.
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

 HARDSOFT

7 zone pocket
sprıng

COTTON double
sıded

ORTHOPEDIC HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

32CM

(±1)

Viscon Yarn
Viscose fabric, whose raw material is beech wood and has 
cellulose like cotton, has a very high moisture absorption 
capacity. Thus, it does not sweat.

Fiber and Cotton
Cotton, which preserves its naturalness and softness without 
being exposed to chemical treatment, has a unique harmony 
by trapping the air inside, providing insulation to the fabric, 
absorbing moisture quickly in its fiber, and expelling it with steam.

Hypersoft
It has an ideal comfort layer thanks to its flexible and soft 
structure as well as its high density.

Extra Comfort Layer
It offers long life, easy and practical use with special handmade 
and natural filling materials. In addition, its air pores, it prevents 
excessive sweating and cold.

Viscon Fabric

Fiber

Hyper Soft Foam

Nonslip Fabric

Viscon Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring 

Felt

Hard Foam

Viscon Fabric

1110



Craft

Feel the Nebula Texture..
Achieving the perfect simplicity takes courage and the moment you reach that beauty that 
adorns your dreams, you will feel yourself in a privileged pleasure. Craft, which interprets its 

modern line with traditional design elements, will offer you this pleasure. Craft, which brings you 
comfort and aesthetics at the same time. It will add a new style to your living spaces with its 

elegant, useful and stylish appearance. Viscose fabric, with its high moisture absorption capacity, 
provides you with a quality and relaxing sleep experience without sweating in your sleep. In 

addition, 7-zone pocket spring system; It helps you fall asleep comfortably with its feature that 
provides support to every part of your body. At the same time its extra comfort layer, it prepares 

an ideal sleep environment for a soft sleep.

1312



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

31CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

Viscon Yarn
Viscose fabric, whose raw material is beech wood 
and has cellulose like cotton, has a very high 
moisture absorption capacity. Thus, it does not 
sweat.

7-Zone Pocket Spring Technology 
Thanks to the bag spring system, which is the 
sleep technology of the 21st century, acting in-
dependently from each other, it provides com-
fortable and uninterrupted sleep comfort in the 
sleeping position with its orthopedic feature.

Hypersoft
It has an ideal comfort layer thanks to its flexible 
and soft structure as well as its high density.

Viscon Fabric

Fiber

Hyper Soft Foam 

Elastic Foam 

Hyper Soft Foam

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Hyper Soft Foam

Viscon Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

1514



Carbon Series carbon plus 
carbon



Carbon Plus

Meditate While You Sleep
I can hear you saying, "I feel so tired today". 
The human body and mind are exposed to 
stress and fatigue throughout the day. Here is 
a technology developed as a solution to this 
problem in carbon. Carbon technology, with 
its anti-static and anti-stress features, provides 
you with an environment of relaxation by 
removing the negative energy from our body. 
In this way, you will get as much as 8 hours of 
sleep with 6 hours of sleep.

1918



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

VISCO 7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

33CM

(±1)

Gel Memory Foam Technology 
Thousands of capsules are placed in the memory 
material to add air-conditioning feature. While 
the feeling of sweating is minimized, the cells with 
increased permeability provide air circulation in 
the mattress.

7-Zone Pocket Spring Technology 
Thanks to the bag spring system, which is the 
sleep technology of the 21st century, acting in-
dependently from each other, it provides com-
fortable and uninterrupted sleep comfort in the 
sleeping position with its orthopedic feature.

Hypersoft
It has an ideal comfort layer thanks to its flexible 
and soft structure as well as its high density.

Carbon Yarn
Helps reduce stress and fatigue. It removes 
negative energy from the body.It has a 
non-sweating fabric texture.

Carbon Fabric

Fiber

Hyper Soft Foam 

Elastic Foam 

Soft Foam

Jel Memory Foam 

Soft Foam 

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Elastic Foam 

Fiber

Soft Foam

Knitted Fabric

2120



Carbon

Energetic Sleep Coming with Carbon Yarn..
We offer you the comfort required for you to wake up 
energetically to the new day with gel memory foam 
and carbon yarn technology that takes the shape of 
your body structure. Meet with the Carbon mattress, 
which uses carbon yarn technology to regain the lost 
energy, especially during the day, and wake up to the 
new day with full energy.

2322



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

VISCO 7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

28CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

Carbon Yarn
Helps reduce stress and fatigue. It removes 
negative energy from the body.It has a non-
sweating fabric texture.

Hypersoft
It has an ideal comfort layer thanks to its flexible 
and soft structure as well as its high density. It 
has a velvety texture that takes its body shape 
easily.

Gel Memory Foam Technology 
Thousands of capsules are placed in the memory 
material to add air-conditioning feature. While 
the feeling of sweating is minimized, the cells with 
increased permeability provide air circulation in 
the mattress. Carbon Fabric

Fiber

Hyper Soft Foam 

Elastic Foam 

Jel Memory Foam 

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Knitted Fabric

2524



N atural Series natural plus
natural



Natural Plus

The Elegance of Nature..
Designed for those who are keen on the natural of 
everything, natural plus; Produced from the sap of the 
rubber tree, latex, together with its porous structure, 
provides special comfort for you in your mattress 
according to the center of gravity. The linen fabric 
obtained from the flax plant, while providing air flow 
thanks to its large pores, leaves you alone with natural 
sleep with its high moisture absorption power and 
quick-drying structure.

2928



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

7 zone pocket
sprıng

LATEX double
sıded

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

WOOL HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

32CM

(±1)

Wool
Having an advanced fiber structure, wool has a 
cooling effect against sweating and a warming 
feature against cold. It has the ability to absorb 
33% moisture without feeling wet.

Double-Sided Feature 
With double-sided use, you can reach the desired 
comfort whenever you want. With the special 
filling materials used, it offers you a comfortable 
sleeping environment in summer and winter.

Latex
This completely natural material, produced from 
the sap of the rubber tree, reacts quickly to the 
pressure of the body with its elastic structure. 
With its perforated high-density structure, it 
maintains the temperature balance by providing 
air circulation inside the mattress, thus providing 
a healthy sleeping environment.

Linen Fabric

Fiber & Wool

Hyper Soft Foam 

Elastic Foam 

Latex

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Hyper Soft Foam

Elastic Foam 

Fiber & Wool

Linen Fabric

3130



Natural

Designed for those who do not give up on natu-
ralness, the wool-blend fiber filling helps keep your 
mattress cool in summer, and naturally maintains 
body temperature thanks to its heating effect in 
winter and the air mass between the fibers. Thus, a 
relaxing and healthy sleep environment is created 
for you.

3332



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

WOOL

30CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

Linen Fabric 
While it provides a natural protection to your skin, 
it also prevents sweating and has the feature of 
absorbing static electricity in your body along 
with its anti-bacterial feature.

Wool Blended Fiber
While the feature of balancing body heat is pro-
vided by fiber; wool, on the other hand, supports 
the preservation of body heat thanks to the air 
mass in its fibers.

Linen Fabric

Fiber & Wool

Hyper Soft Foam 

Elastic Foam 

Knitted Fabric

Soft Foam

Elastic Foam 

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt 

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Linen Fabric

3534



Aloevera Series double face aloevera
aloevera visco 

aloevera comfort soft



Double Face
Aloevera

The Miracle of Power Based on Centuries...
We offer you the comfort of hard and soft 
mattresses in one mattress. In addition to its 
durable spring system, it is one of the most 
comfortable mattress options with its double-
sided use. With the Orthopedic 7-zone pocket 
spring system that provides support to every 
part of the body as much as it needs, it helps 
to keep the discomforts that may occur due 
to the movements between the spouses at a 
minimum level.

3938



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

7 zone pocket
sprıng

double
sıded

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

30CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

7-Zone Pocket Spring System
It provides comfortable and uninterrupted sleep comfort in the sleeping position with its orthopedic 

feature, thanks to the bag spring system, which is the sleep technology of the 21st century, that moves 
independently from each other.

 

Aloevera Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Hard Foam

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Aloevera Fabric

4140



Aloevera
Visco

The Miracle of Aloe Vera Going Back to 
Centuries &The Power Memory Foam...
Aloevera visco supports the body properly 
and balancedly throughout the night 
thanks to the orthopedic structure of viscos 
contained in the mattress, while preparing 
the day to start the day fresh. Skin-friendly 
aloe vera fabric balances the energy and 
moisture in the body. At the same time, it 
protects the skin and prevents irritation. 
It creates a natural sleeping environment 
thanks to the combination of aloe vera 
fabric and the body shape of the memory 
foam.

4342



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

VISCO ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

27CM

(±1)

Aloevera
The aloevera fabric that we have used in the fabric of our mattress  protects the skin's flexibility and 

freshness by purifying the skin from dead skin with its skin renewing feature.

Memory Foam 
The memory foam in the mattress  takes the shape of your body when you lie on the mattress, so that 
the balance of weight, temperature and pressure is created, allowing you to achieve the highest level of 

comfort. It prevents nervous system, spine and joint disorders by supporting the body's weight. 

 

Aloevera Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam 

Visco

Soft Foam

Elastic Foam 

Fiber

Knitted Fabric

4544



Sea Qual Series sea qual soft
sea qual visco



Sea Qual
Soft

Miracle of the Ocean...
It is important for humanity to choose new 

companions in order to determine a sustainable 
future . Therefore, this product, which is produced 
with  fabric gathered from ocean waste, inspires 
nature. While you enjoy a comfortable sleep, you 

leave a clean nature behind.
 

4948



3D Spacer
Prevents the formation of bacteria and 
microorganisms as a barrier to the rise of 
temperature and humidity in the mattress. It 
keeps sweating at a minimum level by providing 
air circulation in the mattress.

7-Zone Pocket Spring System
With its orthopedic   feature, the bag spring 
system, which is the sleep technology of the 
21st century, and which moves independently 
from each other, provides comfortable and 
uninterrupted sleep comfort in the sleeping 
position.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

7 zone pocket
sprıng

3D SPACER ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

26CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

 

Sea Qual Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam

Soft Foam

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Knitted Fabric

Fiber 

Sea Qual Fabric
Sea qual fabrıc is formed by the combination 
of high quality fibers. In addition, it is a nature-
friendly fabric that is made from recyclable plastic 
waste accumulated on the ocean shores.

5150



Sea Qual
Visco

The Story of the Ocean...
Specially designed for those who want to 

contribute to nature even while asleep . Thus, 
the story of transformation from yarn to yarn 

and from yarn to  mattress as a result of 
recycling materials obtained from the ocean 

and the seas has come into existence.

5352



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

VISCO KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

25CM

(±1)

ORTHOPEDICwashable
zıpper sheath

Sea Qual Fabric

Soft Foam

Visco Gel Foam

Elastic CNC Sponge

Knitted Fabric

CNC Cut Foam
We provide the best comfort for your body with 
special orthopedic 7 zone cnc channels opened 
in high-density  foam. In addition, thanks to the 
opened air channels, we reduce the sweating 
problem to a minimum by providing the air flow in 
the product.

Sea Qual Fabric
Sea qual fabrıc is formed by the combination 
of high quality fibers. In addition, it is a nature-
friendly fabric that is made from recyclable plastic 
waste accumulated on the ocean shores.

Memory Foam 
The visco inside the mattress  takes the shape of 
your body when you lie on the mattress, so that 
the weight, temperature and pressure balance is 
created, allowing you to achieve the highest level 
of comfort. Prevents nervous system, spine and 
joint disorders by supporting the body's weight .

Washable Cover
Having a zippered mattress cover, Dream is both 
more useful and healthier. Keep your bed clean 
at all times thanks to its washable  cover.

5554



Prestige Series prestige plus
prestige



Prestige Plus

Nostalgic Breeze..
The prestige plus, which we designed to offer the 
perfect support that the body needs while sleeping 
or lying down, has all the comfort we expect from a 
long-lasting stylish mattress. With its special 7-zone 
pocket spring arrangement, it helps to reduce joint 
and muscle pain while reducing blood pressure by 
balancing blood pressure. Developed for those who 
want a firm mattress, Prestige Plus allows you to 
use it for many years without deformation.

5958



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

28CM

(±1)

HARDSOFT

7-Zone Pocket Spring System
It provides comfortable and uninterrupted sleep 
comfort in the sleeping position with its orthopedic 
feature, thanks to the bag spring system, which is 
the sleep technology of the 21st century and that 
moves independently from each other.

Knitted Fabric
Knitted fabric obtained from natural cotton fibers 
provides personalized thermal comfort. It provides 
superior moisture management by balancing 
body temperature. Breathable texture and soft 
touch refresh your skin.

Knitted Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam  

Knitted Fabric

Elastic Foam 

Felt

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Fiber

Knitted Fabric 

6160



Prestige

Nostalgic Breeze…
With Prestige Full edge support sponges in full orthopedic structure, 
it provides equal comfort all around. it supports the back and waist 
in the most correct way, it does not lose its form for years. Ideal for 
those looking for a firm mattress. It adds elegance to your home with 
its eye-catching and nostalgic patterns.

6362



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

7 zone pocket
sprıng

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

26CM

(±1)

Elastic Foam
This foam  with high density (dns) increases sleep 
comfort by combining its orthopedic structure 
and open-cell air permeable properties.

Knitted Fabric
Knitted fabric obtained from natural cotton 
fibers provides personalized thermal comfort. 
It provides superior moisture management by 
balancing body temperature. Breathable texture 
and soft touch refresh your skin.

7-Zone Pocket Spring System
It provides comfortable and uninterrupted sleep 
comfort in the sleeping position with its orthopedic 
feature, thanks to the bag spring system, which is 
the sleep technology of the 21st century and that 
moves independently from each other.

Knitted Fabric

Fiber

Elastic Foam  

Elastic Foam  

Felt

7 Zone Pocket Spring

Felt

Fiber

Knitted Fabric

6554



Dream Series dream visco
dream soft

dream



Dream
Visco

Like the coolness of the sea...
The gel memory foam layer in its content takes 

shape according to the body temperature 
and weight of the person  while supporting 

every part of the body that comes into 
contact with the mattress, it also balances the 
blood circulation.The washable natural tencel 
fabric always gives a feeling of coolness and 
freshness in a hygienic sleeping environment 

gives.

6968



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

VISCO KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

25CM

(±1)

ORTHOPEDICwashable
zıpper sheath

Tencel Knitted Fabric

Suprem

Visco Gel Foam

Soft Foam

Elastic CNC Cut Foam

Knitted Fabric

Washability  Tencel Fabric
Washable tencel fabric is highly hydrophilic and 
with excellent cooling properties, it optimizes 
moisture absorption, cools naturally and inhibits 
the formation of bacteria. Even after many 
washes preserves its shine and color.

Gel Vısco  Technology
Thousands of capsules are placed in the visco 
material, adding air-conditioning feature. While 
the feeling of sweating is minimized, the cells with 
increased permeability provide air circulation in 
the mattress. It also takes the shape of your body.

CNC Cut  Foam 
We provide the best comfort to your body with 
special orthopedic 7-zone cnc channels opened 
in high-density foam. In addition, the opened air 
channels, we minimize the sweating problem by 
providing the air flow in the product.

7170



Dream
Double Face

Feel the Comfort..
Our Dream soft product has 3 different density 
foam layers and offers its users the ability 
to be used on both sides. In addition, thanks 
to the 3d spacer  air duct surrounding the 
mattress, your product always gets air and 
provides a spacious sleeping area for its users. 

7372



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

3D SPACER double
sıded

washable
zıpper sheath

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

25CM

(±1)

Tencel Knitted Fabric

Soft CNC Cut Foam

Elastic CNC Cut Foam

Hard CNC Cut Foam
3D Spacer
Prevents the formation of bacteria and micro-
organisms by preventing the temperature and 
humidity in the bed from rising. It keeps sweating 
at a minimum level by providing air circulation in 
the mattress.

Washability  Tencel Fabric 
Washable tencel fabric is highly hydrophilic and 
with excellent cooling properties, it optimizes 
moisture absorption, cools naturally and inhibits 
the formation of bacteria. Even after many washes 
preserves its shine and color.

Double-Sided
Due  to the multi-layered structure of the product, 
we offer you 2 different comfort options. The 
upper surface is suitable for those who prefer soft 
mattresses, and the lower surface is suitable for 
those who prefer a medium hard mattress. 

7574



Dream

It's like a dream.
With its high-density 7-zone cnc cut orthopedic 
foam, it supports the body in the most ideal way 
while adapting to the movements of the body 
during the night. They are ready to start the day 
fresh It provides a sterile sleeping environment 
thanks to its breathable fabric and foam texture.

7776



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

double
sıded

washable
zıpper sheath

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

15CM

(±1)

Knitted Fabric

Knitted Fabric

Elastic CNC Cut Foam

Washable Cover 
Having a zippered mattress cover, Dream is both 
more useful and healthier. Keep your bed clean 
at all times thanks to its washable cover.

Tencel Yarn
Tencel, which has a breathable structure due to 
its natural nature; It transfers moisture very well 
and does not give a feeling of discomfort in case 
of sweating of the body.

CNC Cut  Foam
We provide the best comfort to your body with 
special orthopedic 7-zone cnc channels opened 
in high-density foam. In addition, the opened air 
channels, we minimize the sweating problem by 
providing the air flow in the product.

7978



Dream Topper
Visco

Visco Two-in-one comfort...
Designed as an alternative to high cost products. At the same 
time, you always have the comfort of visco and foam  because it 
is double-sided.

8180



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

6CM

(±1)

Comfort Enhancer Mattress Pad
With Dream Visco Topper, you get the comfort 
of visco and foam in the most economical way 
without changing your mattress.

Double-Sided Use
With double-sided use, you can reach the com-
fort you want whenever you want.

Portable Comfort
You don't compromise on your comfort by using 
any layer of comfort you want on any other 
mattress anytime and anywhere. Tencel Knitted Fabric

Visco Gel Foam

Soft Foam

Non-Slip Fabric

8382



Aloevera Topper
Hard

Comfort by your side
Hard Comfort is right next to you designed as an alternative to 
high cost products. We have brought together the naturalness of 
Aloevera  fabric with portable comfort. Stay both  comfortable 
and natural.

8584



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

7CM

(±1)

Comfort Enhancing Mattress Pad
With Aloevera Hard Topper, you get the comfort 
of a soft  foam in the most economical way 
without changing your mattress.

Aloevera Fabric
The aloevera fabric that we used in the fabric of 
our mattress, with its skin renewing feature, puri-
fies the skin from dead skin and ensures that the 
skin maintains its flexibility and freshness.

Portable Comfort
You don't compromise on your comfort by using 
any layer of comfort you want on any other 
mattress, anytime and anywhere.

Aloevera Fabric Hard Foam

8786



Aloevera Topper
Soft

Comfort is with me...
Add a layer of soft comfort to your low-cost mattress. In this way, 
you can both access the comfort you want and take this comfort 
wherever you want.

8988



TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

HARDSOFT

ORTHOPEDIC KNITTED
FABRIC

HIGH DNS AIR
DUCT SUPPOR 

FOAM

BREATHABLE mattress
heıght

7CM

(±1)

Comfort Enhancing Mattress Pad
With Aloevera Soft Topper, you get the comfort 
of a soft foam in the most economical way with-
out changing your mattress.

Aloevera Fabric
The aloevera fabric that we used in the fabric of 
our mattress, with its skin regeneration feature, 
purifies the skin from dead skin , and protects the 
skin's elasticity and freshness.

Portable Comfort
You don't compromise on your comfort by using 
any layer of comfort you want on another mat-
tress anytime and anywhere.

Aloevera Fabric Soft Foam

9190



Pillow Series

Size

Fabric

Filling

Size

Fabric

Filling

Size

Fabric

Filling

3d Spacer

3d Spacer

Biye Gri

Size

Fabric

Filling

Size

Fabric

Filling

Size

Fabric

Filling

Size

Fabric

Filling

50x70cm

Aloevera Knitting

%70 Hyper Soft  %30 Fiber

50x70cm

Tencel Knitting

%70 Visco %30 Fiber

50x70cm

Tencel Knitting

%40 Visco %40 Hyper Soft %20 Fiber 

50x70cm

Tencel Knitting

%70 Hyper Soft  %30 Fiber

50x70cm

Sequal

%70 Visco %30 Fiber

50x70cm

Tencel Knitting

%70 Visco %30 Fiber

Dream

Sea Qual Visco

Harmony

Linen Sea Qual Spacer

Trend

Aloevera

50x70cm

Sea Qual

%70 Visco %30 Fiber

9392



All of the information in this catalog contains the latest product information. Sleep & Bed reserves the right to 
change the information in this catalog without notice when necessary. Sleep & Bed cannot be held responsible for 

any color and typographic errors that may occur due to printing errors. 


